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Richie Flores Signature
Oak Congas and Bongos
#527 Lunar Eclipse

HOLDER
and
ACCESSORIES
If you are looking for an
inexpensive way to mount
percussion effects to your
cymbal or hi-hat stand look no
further than our PPS-35. The
PPS-35 is a simple, yet secure,
holder with a knurled 3/8"
post angled just enough to tilt
your mountable bells, blocks,
and tambourines to the
perfect position.

NEW Angled Single Post Adaptor

NEW Angled Post Adaptor

NEW Chimes holder

PPS-35

PPS-36

PWH - 20

Trap Table Single Post Adapter

Swivel Mount Adapter

Lug Mount Accessory Holder

PTR-1824RC3 (For PTT-1824,PTT-1212)

PPS-27

PPS-40

NEW Post Perc Rack
PPS-91

PPS-92

Cowbell Holders

Cowbell Holders

Cymbal Holder

Adjustable
Accessory Holder

90 Degree
Accessory Holder

PPS-51

PPS-52

PPS-31

PPS-37

PPS-30

TRAP TABLE and RACK
PTT-1824 (Trap Table) PTR-1824 (Trap Table Rack)
Our popular PTT-1824 Trap Table can now be easily converted to a two-level folding rack
without drilling or modifications by simply adding Pearl’s new PTR-1824 Add-On Trap Table.
The PTR-1824 installs in seconds using clamps and folds flush with the table for easy
pack-up. Included are four straight and four angled 3/8” knurled posts that clamps
anywhere on horizontal or vertical areas of the rack thanks to their unique clamping system.
Also included is a retractable three-legged stabilizer bar for optimum stability.

PTT-1824

PTT-1824 + PTR-1824

Trap Table
18" X 24"

Trap Table Rack
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Pearl offers stands for every application, from our economical and lightweight
PC-900 stand that accomodates a range of Congas and Djembes to our
PC-1000 QRS Multi stand that provides a solution for all of your instruments.
QRS offers full height adjustability
and adapters to fit Bongos, Congas,
Djembes and Timbales. You can
even make it mobile by adding our
PC-1000 CA/3 caster set.

Hi Hat
Jingle Ring

Jingle Clamp

PJH-10SH

PJC-10SH

PTB-06

TomBourine

Tambourine

PTM-10GH

PTM-10SH

w/Gold-Tone Jingles

PTB-10

PTB-08

Tambourine

PTH-10B (Brass)

w/Stainless Steel Jingles

PTH-10S (Steel)

Headless Wood Tambourines

PGR-03

Ganzeiro

NEW

Stix-Free Triangle Holder

PPS-12T
PP1-EDU

Fumbling to pick up a beater and steady your
triangle is a thing of the past with the NEW
PPS-12T Stix Free Triangle Holder. A brass beater
underneath each of the two padded curved felt
striking pads hits the horizontally mounted 8"
hardened steel triangle (included) with a crisp and

clear sound. With two striking pads you can play
intricate syncopated patterns not possible with a
single triangle beater and go from one instrument
to the Stix Free Triangle (and vice versa) without
missing a beat. The PPS-12T is fully adjustable to
hold triangles from 6" to 10" and perfect for the
multi percussionist in a pop or pit setting.

Starter Percussion Package
PCWB-10

PCWB-20
PCWB-30

Concert Woodblocks
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Clave Block

Gock Block Holder

w/Holder

Ash Tone Block

PAB-100 (Low)

PGB-10

PBL-10 High (Neon Green)
PBL-20 Medium (Neon Yellow)
PBL-30 Low (Neon Orange)

PAB-50 (Medium)
PAB-20 (High)

PWH-20
Windchime Holder
PWC-14A
14 Bar Aluminum

PWC-32A
32 Bar Aluminum

PWG-14G
14 Bar Gold-Finish

Wind chimes
PWC-32G
32 Bar Gold-Finish

Spirit Chimes
w/Holder & Mallet

Hand Drum
Snare Adapter

PSC-30

PSA-10

HAND PERCUSSION
Concert Percussion
Pearl is proud to offer a line of Concert Percussion instruments
that is attractively priced for school ensembles, yet engineered
with the professional percussionist in mind. Our Concert
Woodblocks are designed with a raised spine in the center for
easy striking with a mallet or stick. Made of blended
hardwoods, they can be handheld, set on a trap table, or
mounted with the included bracket on any 3/8" accessory
post. Our new Single Row, and staggered Double Row 10"
Concert Tambourines have thin stainless steel jingles in a
hardwood frame. The natural goat skin head provides the tonal
resonance desired in most Orchestral and Studio settings.
Each comes complete with a padded protective carrying case.
Pearl's high-density Steel Concert Triangles offer beautiful
clarity with no un-wanted overtones. Available in 6", 8", and
10" models, they each store safely in the included padded
canvas carrying pouch which also houses a brass triangle
beater (included). How can you improve a triangle holder? Lots
if you're Pearl! The PTC-300 Trio Triangle Holder is a
revolutionary triangle holder that can accommodate up to three
triangles ranging from 6-10 inches and hold them in a variety of
angles for ease of playing. For example, the triangles can be
held horizontally for easy damping with one or two-handed
beater combinations, or angled so two or three mounted
triangles form a "stair" like pattern. The PTC-300 fits standard
3/8" posts. The PTC-10 Triangle Clip can mount on most
music stands and trap tables.
It features hi-tensile
monofilament with a safety line in case of breakage during a
performance. The PP1-EDU Starter Percussion Package is
perfect for the starting percussion student. Included is PET-80
8" Triangle, PGA-32 Hex Ganza, PCL-10 Fiber Clave, a 9"
Woodblock, 6" Cowbell and Carrying Bag with shoulder
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strap.Pearl is proud to offer a line of Concert Percussion
instruments that is attractively priced for school ensembles, yet
engineered with the professional percussionist in mind. Our
Concert Woodblocks are designed with a raised spine in the
center for easy striking with a mallet or stick. Made of blended
hardwoods, they can be handheld, set on a trap table, or
mounted with the included bracket on any 3/8" accessory
post. Our new Single Row, and staggered Double Row 10"
Concert Tambourines have thin stainless steel jingles in a
hardwood frame. The natural goat skin head provides the tonal
resonance desired in most Orchestral and Studio settings.
Each comes complete with a padded protective carrying case.
Pearl's high-density Steel Concert Triangles offer beautiful
clarity with no un-wanted overtones. Available in 6", 8", and
10" models, they each store safely in the included padded
canvas carrying pouch which also houses a brass triangle
beater (included). How can you improve a triangle holder? Lots
if you're Pearl! The PTC-300 Trio Triangle Holder is a
revolutionary triangle holder that can accommodate up to three
triangles ranging from 6-10 inches and hold them in a variety of
angles for ease of playing. For example, the triangles can be
held horizontally for easy damping with one or two-handed
beater combinations, or angled so two or three mounted
triangles form a "stair" like pattern. The PTC-300 fits standard
3/8" posts. The PTC-10 Triangle Clip can mount on most
music stands and trap tables.
It features hi-tensile
monofilament with a safety line in case of breakage during a
performance. The PP1-EDU Starter Percussion Package is
perfect for the starting percussion student. Included is PET-80
8" Triangle, PGA-32 Hex Ganza, PCL-10 Fiber Clave, a 9"
Woodblock, 6" Cowbell and Carrying Bag with shoulder strap.

PTC-10

PETM-10

PETM-20

Concert Tambourines

Triangle Clip

PET-100
PET-80

PET-60
PTC-300

Concert Triangle

Trio Triangle Holder

TIMBALES
Pearl offers Elite Timbales in 3 different sizes, 13˝, 14˝ and 15˝.
These professional Timbales feature brass shell construction
that provides the ultimate Timbale voice. The exclusive 7.5˝
depths with rolled bearing edges provide cutting “cascara” while
the powder coated steel hardware provides classic rimshots
and the ultimate in tuning integrity. Our Primero Timbales offer a
traditional smooth steel shell in 13˝/14˝ sizes. Sold complete with
a tilting stand, sticks and cowbell, you're ready to play.

Elite
Timbales

Primero
Timbales

ETB-1415

PTS-5134

Brass Shell 14"/15"
w/PT-900W

13"/14" Steel w/Tilting Stand
t5JMUJOH4UBOE
t4UJDLT$PXCFMM*ODMVEFE

NEW

Primero 13" Steel Timbale
PTE-1336 w/ PPS-36 Mount
Pearl's NEW PTE-1336 steel 13" timbale is a full 7"
deep for a deep timbale sound that makes it perfect
for drum set applications as a timbale or an additional
tom. It includes a PPS-36 holder that attaches off a
cymbal or hi-hat stand to mount the Timbale at the
perfect angle† The PTE-1336 is fully tunable via a
standard drum key (included).

Elite Timbale I.S.S Plate
PSP-1345
I.S.S. for Elite Timbales (less BT-3),
Adapts Elite Timbales
to Racks and Tom Arms

Primero Flat Timbs
Omar Hakim

PTB-313I

PTE-313I

Flat Timbale w/I.S.S. (Brass)

Flat Timbale w/I.S.S. (Steel)

Elite Timbales

ETB-15

ETB-14

ETB-13

15" Brass Shell

14" Brass Shell

13" Brass Shell
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